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A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER 

Your Petitioner for discretionary review is 

CHRISTOPHER D. THORSOK the Defendant and Appellant in this case. 

B. COURT OF APPEALS DECISI01< 

The Petitioner seeks review of the unpublished opinion in 

the Court of Appeals. Division III. cause number 32997-6-IL filed July 9. 

2015. No Motion for Reconsideration has been filed in the Court of 

Appeals. 

A copy of the unpublished opinion is attached hereto in the 

Appendix at Al-Al::.. 

C. ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIE\V 

Whether the trial court committed reversible 
error in refi..1sing to give Thorson· s proposed 
instruction 9 where his diminished capacity 
was the result of a mental condition (delirium) 
that impaired him from forming the requisite 
mental state (premeditation/intent) required to 
commit the offense of first degree murder? 

D. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

As provided in Thorson· s Brief of Appellant. v,rhich sets 

out facts and law relevant to this petition and is hereby incorporated by 

reference. he was convicted first degree murder. On appeaL he argued th;;n 

his conviction should be reversed because the trial court erred in failing 10 

give his proposed instruction 9 on diminished capacity whae his 
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diminished capacity was the result of a mental condi1ion that impaired him 

from forming the requisite mental state required to commit the charged 

offense. Division IlL relying on the reasoning in State v. Hansen. 46 Wn. 

App. 292. 730 P.2d 706. (1986). amended bv 737 P.2d 670 (I 987). 

disagreed. holdinng that Thorson was able present his theory of the case 

b~ arguing he lacked the capacity to form the requisite mentai state ''based 

on his high level of intoxication. which induced a state of delirium ... [Slip 

Op. at 1 0]. This reasoning is misplaced. 

E. ARGUMENT 

It is submitted that the issues raised by this Petition should 

be addressed by tilis Court because the decision of the Court of Appeals is 

in conflict with Supreme Court and Court of Appeals decisions. and raises 

a significant question under the Constitution of the State ofWashington 

and the Constitution of the United States. as set forth in RAP 13.4(b )(1 ). 

(2 ). (3 l and (4). 

THE TRIAL COURT COMMITTED 
REVERSIBLE ERROR IN REFUSING 
TO GIVE THORSON'S PROPOSED 
INSTRUCTION 9 ON DIMINISHED 
CAPACITY. 

Thorson took exception to the trial coun·s failure to give 

his proposed instruction 9 on diminished capacity [RP 7131. which states: 



Evidence of mental illness or disorder may be taken 
into consideration in determining whether the defendant 
had the capacit;.· to form premeditation and/or intent. 

fDefendant's Proposed Instruction No.9: CP 82: 1 1 Washington Practice: 

Washington Pattern Jury Instructions-Criminal I 8.20 at 286 (3d ed. 2008 ). 

In declining to give the instruction. the trial court stm1marily stated 

it was doing so "because the WPIC 18.1 0. which is voluntary intoxication. 

does allow the defense to argue their theory of the case as explained in 

State v. Hanson.'" 1 Coun·s instruction 7 reads: 

No act committed by a person while in a state of 
voluntary intoxication is less criminal by reason of thal 
condition. However. evidence of intoxication may be 
considered in determining whether the defendant acted \Vith 
premeditation and/or intent. 

! CP 37: 11 \Vashington Practice: Wa.<>hington Pattern Jury instructions-

Criminal 18.1 0 at 282 (3d ed. 2008 )]. 

A defendant in a criminal case is ··entitled to have the trial court 

instruct upon [his or her] theory of the case if there is sufficient evidence 

to support the theory.'' State Y. Hu2:hes. 106 \Vn.2d 176. 191.721 P.2d 

902 ( 1986 ). "In evaluating whether the evidence is sufficient to support a 

jury instruction on an affirmative defense. the court must interpret it most 

strongly in favor of the defendant and must not weigh the proof or judge 

i 46 Wn. App. 29:::. 730 P.2d 706 ( 19S6L amendeJ !2:• 737 1'.2d 670 ( 1987). concerning 
unrelated issue. 

~ 
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the wimesses· credibility. which are exclusive functions of the jur: :·State 

"-MaY. 100 Wn. App. 478. 482. 997 P.2d 956 (2000). Failure w give a 

defendant" s proposed instruction that is supported hy the evidence 

constitutes reversible error where the absence of the instruction prevents 

the defendant from presenting his or her theor: of the case. State v. Jones. 

95 Wn.2d 616.623.628 P.2d 472 (1981 l. 

In Hanson. the defendant suffered from schizophrenia brought on 

by his long hismr:· of drug abuse. and was under the influence of drugs at 

the time of the charged kidnapping and rape. Hanson. 46 Wn. App. at 294. 

In aftirming his convictions. Division I rejected the argument that the tria! 

court had erred by giving a voluntary intoxication instruction instead of a 

diminished capacity instruction for the jury· s consideration of Hanson's 

ability to fom1 the requisite intent. holding: 

fWje find the instructions given by the trial court were 
sufficient to pem1i1 Hanson to argue. based on the 
evidence. his theor:• of the case. The court did not err. 
therefore. by refusing to give the additional instructions on 
diminished capacity that Hanson proposed. 

Jd. at 300. 

A reasonable conclusion from the entire record is that Thorson was 

intoxicated. that the mental disorder of alcohol induced delirium is 

recognized by the Diaf:.,rnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder:.. 

(41
;, re\. ed. 2000) (DSMJ. and that there was sufficient evidence Thorson 
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suffered from this disorder at the time of the shooting. [RP 261-62. 30 L 

304-05. 553l. 

Dr. Steven M. Juergens. a psychiatrist specializing in general and 

addiction psychiatry. testified in detail that to a reasonable medical 

certainty Thorson suffered trom alcohol induced delirium. a psychiatric 

illness according to DSM. fRP 261-62. 301 ]. 

A delirium is a mental state that hac; to do with being 
confused. And it can go on and off. It can - - people have a 
lack of awareness on what's going on around them. They· re 
not able to focus consistently. They may get an idea and 
over-react to it. They're very moody. And we talk about 
liability. Their moods can go from euphoria. to irritability. 
to anger. to being stuporous. and then come back again. 
appear normal for a time. And so it - - their moods can 
change. and their mental state can change. 

[RP 3041. 

it's a mental disorder.= 

[RP 305j. 

Contrary to Division nrs opinion. court's instruction 7 on 

voluntary imoxication did not provide an adequate vehicle tor guiding the 

jury·s examination of the evidence vis-a-vis Thorson·s theory of the case. 

and any argument to the contrary is mythic. While. as noted. the Hanson 

case appears to have rejected a similar argument. that case is difficult to 

2 Doctor Judith Kirkeby. a psychologist testitYing for the State. conceded that alcohol 
induced delirium is a mental disorder recof!nized by DSM.IRP 553]. 
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parse. particularly given the court· s total lack of discussion of the contenl 

of the rejected diminished capacity instruction. Here. proposed instruction 

9 focused on whether a "mental illness or disorder'· prevented Thorson 

from fanning the requisite intent. as contrasted with court ·s instruction 7. 

which limited the focus to simply whether intoxication. standing alone. 

interfered ,x,·ith Thorson·s ability to premeditate and/or intend the offense. 

The Hanson court never addressed whether such dichotomy surfaced in its 

case. 

Coun·s instruction 7 (voluntar: intoxication) and Thorson·s 

proposed instruction 9 (diminished capacity J are not the same in either 

words or focus. The former tells the jury that Thorson's shooting of his 

wife is not "less criminal'' if he did it while voluntary intoxicated. though 

his intoxication-and only his intoxication-may he taken into account in 

determining his mental capacity. In contrast. the proposed diminished 

capacity instruction would have permitted the jury to consider Thorson's 

mental disorder (delirium). which was induced hy alcohoL in deciding his 

mental state to commit the crime. It takes and requires an extra step: the 

alcohoi caused the delirium that in turn prevented Thorson from intending 

the offense. with no focus or consideration allotted to whether this renders 

his actions "less criminal. .. The attention is brought to whether the 

delirium-and not just the alcohol-prohibited Thorson hom forming the 
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requisite intent. Succinctly. as applied to this case. diminished capacity is 

the result of a mental condition (delirium) that impaired Thorson from 

developing the requisite mental state tpremeditation/intent) required to 

commit the charged otTense. Voluntary intoxication. on the other hand. is 

not a defense. as such. hut merely a factor that a jury may consider in 

determining if a defendant acted with the specific mental intent required 

for the crime charged. RCW 9A.16.090. 

Of note. in testifying for the State. Doctor Kirkeby acknowledged 

there was a difference between alcohol intoxication and delirium induced 

by alcohol [RP 52.5-27J. commenting: 

In my experience rve seen people who are in-- in 
delirium - - in a delirious state from intoxication - - from 
alcohol. And it"s quite remarkable. 

[RP 527]. 

Division I. in Hanson. got it wrong. as did Division III. and the 

trial court· s reliance on Hanson in declining to give Thorson· s proposed 

instruction prevented him from presenting his theory of the case. and in 

the process infringed upon his Sixth Amendment right to decide. within 

limits. his ovvn defense. See State v. Corisrine. 177 Wn.2d 370.374-75. 

300 P.3d 400 (2013 ). 

I 
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F. CO~CLUSIO'l\ 

·:his court should accept review for the reasons indicated in 

Part E and reverse and remand f(>r retrial. 

DATED this 71
il day of August :?.015. 

/· . 

\ '\f\?M'\ 'S &· Lb ~ ~ 
THOMAS E. DO'{LL 
Anorne: for Appellant 
WSBA NO. l 0634 

CERTIFICAT[ 

I certify that I served a copy of the above supplemental memorandum on 

this date as follmvs. 

Tim Higgs 
tirnhi~}Co.mason.wa.us 

Christopher D. Thorson #36870:2 
WSP- RA-108 
1313 North 13111 Avenue 
\Valla Walla. WA 99362-8817 

DATED this 711
' day of August :?.015. 
_/"\ . 

\ '\f\?M&\ 'S & Lb 'i ~ 
THOMAS E. DOYLL 
Attorney for Appellam 
WSBA NO. 10634 
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) 
) 

No. 32997-6-III 

UNPtJBLISHED OPINION 

LAWRENCE-BERREY, J. - Christopher Thorson appeals his first degree murder 

conviction. He argues that the trial court erred in refusing to give his proposed 

diminished capacity instruction. Because the trial court gave a voluntary intoxication 

instruction which allowed Mr. Thorson to argue his theory of the case, we affirm. 

FACTS 

On April 12. 2012, after a week ofheavy drinking, Christopher Thorson shot and 

kil1ed his wife, Vanessa Thorson, in their home. After the shooting, Mr. Thorson called 

911 to report that he had just shot his wife and that he would be waiting on his back porch 

for police to arrive. During a police interview. Mr. Thorson explained that his 37-year 

marriage had been collapsing due to multiple stresses and that he and Ms. Thorson had 
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No. 32997 -6-III 
Stale v. Thorson 

been arguing and drinking heavily before the shooting. An autopsy revealed that Ms. 

Thorson's blood alcohol level at death was 0.45. Mr. Thorson's blood alcohol level was 

estimated to be about 0.234 at the time of the shooting. 

Mr. Thorson had difficulty remembering details ofthe shooting. For example. he 

could remember shooting his wife while she was on the living room couch, but he could 

not recall whether she was awake or asleep. \Vhen the detective asked Mr. Thorson what 

he was thinking when he shot Ms. Thorson. he responded: "I don't personally think that I 

ever made a decision because if 1 was rationally thinking I would never have done that. 

But we may have sat and had an argument but would l have done anything to hun her, 

hell i[n] thirty seven years I never raised my hand to that woman." Ex. 11 at 48. 

The State charged Mr. Thorson with premeditated first degree murder with a 

firearm enhancement and alleged as aggravating factors that ( 1) Mr. Thorson knew or 

should have known the victim was panicularly vulnerable, and (2) Mr. Thorson 

manifested deliberate cruelty to the victim. 

Detective Jeffrey Rhoades interviewed Mr. Thorson shortly after the shooting and 

testified at trial that "[iJt was apparent that rMr. Thorson] was under the influence of 

alcohol. I noted the odor of intoxicants on him as he spoke. He advised that he had been 

drinking. However he wa'> able to maintain communication with me for approximately, I 
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No. 32997-6-IIl 
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believe the hour and 33 minutes I think is the total time on the recording. There was [sic] 

times he would go otT on other subjects. but he v.ras always able to come back to the 

subject we were talking about." Report of Proceedings (RP) at 23 3. 

At trial, Stephen Manley Juergens, MD, a psychiatrist with a specialty in addiction 

psychiatry from the American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. testified for the 

defense. He reviewed poiice reports and the blood alcohol test, interviewed Mr. 

Thorson's family members. and listened to the recording of the 011 call, and Mr. 

Thorson's interview with Detective Rhoades. According to Dr. Juergens. the Thorsons 

had been heavy drinkers for many years and had engaged in binge drinking in the last 

several· years. which he described as excessive drinking "for periods of hours to days." 

RP at 276. He explained. "[ijfs not like four or five drinks every night. but that you start 

to drink and lose control and drink heavily in-the evening, or over an extended period of 

days.'' RP at 276. He noted that Mr. Thorson's history of alcohol-related problems began 

when he was a teenager and included alcohol-related driving problems, personality 

changes. significant marital problems. blackouts. and missed work. 

Dr. Juergens testified that on April 3 or April 4. after an exhausting and 

unwelcome move to accommodate Mr. Thorson's work. the Thorsons started a drinking 

binge that culminated in the shooting on April 12. Dr. Juergens noted that Mr. Thorson 
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No. 32997-6-UI 
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sounded very distraught on the 91 I recording after the shooting, but conceded that il was 

difficult to a..<>certain the level of intoxication from the recording. Dr. Juergens explained 

that although Mr. 'Thorson was able to converse with the 911 dispatcher and follow 

directions, such moments of clarity are not inconsistent with significant intoxication. Dr. 

Juergens noted that despite Mr. Thorson's moments of apparent iucidity after the 

shooting. Mr. Thorson ·s high blood alcohol level. rambling conversation and 

inappropriate jokes with detectives, and inability to recall much detail about the 14-hour 

period prior to the 911 call were evidence that he was significantly intoxicated. Dr. 

Juergens pointed out that although Mr. Thorson recalled shooting his wife and that they 

had been arguing. he could not remember what had happened in the 10 to 15 seconds 

around the shooting. 

Dr. Juergens further explained that for eight or nine days before the shooting. Mr. 

Thorson was in a blackout. which he described as ··act[ing] like you know what· s going 

on. You may be intoxicated. slurring your words. or you might be clear, you're making a 

decision. It may not be a very good decision. It may be a horrible decision because 

vou·re intoxicated. But vou·re--vou·rc going ahead with it.'' RP at 292. According to - .. ... .._ .._. ...... 

Dr. Juergens. a person in a blackout is unable to hold a short-term memory for more than 

5 to 20 minutes. He explained that someone in a blackout would be able to describe what 

A- 4 
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they did a minute ago, but that 30 minutes later, they may not remember because memory 

becomes impaired. He further explained that a biackout is associated with alcohol 

dependence and is a good indication of the level of intoxication. 

Extrapolating from Mr. Thorson's blood a!cohol ievel six hours after the murder. 

Dr. Juergens estimated that Mr. Thorson's blood alcohol level was approximately .234 

when the shooting occurred. Dr. Juergens opined that Mr. Thorson was suffering from an 

"alcohol induced delirium'' on the day of the murder. RP at 301, 305. He testified that 

this condition is a mental disorder recognized by the American Psychiatric Association 

and is characterized by confusion, lack of awareness, inability to focus. emotional lability. 

and variable mood states from hyper-alert to paranoia. He explained that such a delirium 

is ··an indication of significant affect on the brain from various insults" that can last for 

hours to days. and that even as the alcohol leaves the system. the confusion can remain for 

hours to a day. RP at 305. 

Dr. Juergens ultimately concluded that the alcohol-induced delirium impaired Mr. 

Thorson's abilitv to premeditate or form the intent for murder \Vhen he fired the weapon 

at his wife. Dr. Juergens maintained that Mr. Thorson •·made a vel)· quick and confused 

decision in the context of alcohol intoxication and with its effect on clouding judgment 

causing dis-inhibition and confusion leading to bizarre acts and inexplicable behaviors.·· 
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RP at 309. During cross-examination, he agreed that it was a ''voluntary intoxication.'' 

RP at 313. 

The State's expert. Judith Lynn Kirkeby, a forensic psychologist with a PhD in 

clinical psychology, disagreed with Dr. Juergens. ln her opinion, the fact that Mr. 

Thorson was in a blackout during the shooting did not impair his capacity to form intent 

at the time of the offense. She stated, ''[a blackout} doesn't mean that during the incident. 

which later the person cannot recall-doesn't mean their memory at that time was 

impaired.'' RP at 500. After reviewing the police reports, interviewing Mr. Thorson, and 

listening to recordings of the 911 call and the police interview. she concluded that Mr. 

Thorson. although intoxicated. had not been in a state of delirium when he shot Ms. 

Thorson. 

Mr. Thorson proposed both a diminished capacity instruction and a voluntary 

intoxication instruction. The proposed diminished capacity instruction read: '"Evidence of 

mental illness or disorder may be taken into consideration in determining whether the 

defendant had the capacity to form premeditation and/or intent:' CP at 82. The proposed 

voluntarv intoxication instruction stated: "No act committed by a person while in a state 

of voluntary intoxication is less criminal by reason of that condition. However, evidence 

of intoxication may be considered in determining whether the defendant acted with 
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premeditation and/or intent.'' CP at 83. 

Defense counsel argued that diminished capadry due to a menta! disorder is 

distinguishable from an intoxication defense because ''in the one case, intoxication may 

be considered in determining whether ... it had an impact on a mental element. whereas 

diminished capacity presents to the jury evidence that because of the mental condition 

which may or may not be rrelated to] intoxication. [the defendant] could have had the 

capacity to even form that mental element not that it just had an impact on it.,. RP at 

632-33. 

The State countered that a voluntary intoxication instruction was sufficient because 

there was no evidence that anything impacted Mr. Thorson's mental capacity other than 

his alcohol intoxication. lt argued. ''ftlhere has been sufficient evidence presented 

certainly to instruct upon the voluntary intoxication. But no evidence whatever to suggest 

duplicating that with an additional instruction of diminished capacity based upon a mental 

illness or disorder when there· s been no evidence of any mental illness of disorder. other 

than that of intoxication." RP at 628. The State argued "although there may be a clinical 

distinction between intoxication and intoxication delirium. and what the difference is with 

respect to what they mean for the defendant" s ability to form the mental state. the jury has 

that evidence. They have opinions irom both sides:· RP at 638. 
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Defense counsel responded, 

It's not the intoxication, it's the delirium. And delirium also is a separate 
disorder. The fact that it's alcohol induced doesn't mean that it's now the 
intoxication defense. That's not what it says. And fDr. Juergens] 
specifically indicated that based on this induced delirium. that's what 
deprived the defendant ofthe ability to form the capacity for premeditation. 

RP at 629. 

The court declined to give the diminished capacity instruction. finding that the 

voluntarv intoxication instruction, instruction 7, allowed the defense to anme their theorv - - -

of the case. A jury subsequently found Mr. Thorson guilty of first degree murder while 

armed with a firearm. It did not find the presence of the alleged aggravating factors. 

ANALYSIS 

Mr. Thorson argues that it was reversible error for the trial court to refuse to give 

his proposed diminished capacity instruction. The crux ofhis argument is that a 

diminished capacity instruction brings attention to whether the delirium-not just the 

alcohol-prevented him from intending the offense. He argues, "diminished capacity is 

the result of a mental condition (delirium) that impaired [Mr.] Thorson from developing 

the requisite mental state (premeditation/ intent) required to commit the charged offense. 

Voiuntary intoxication. on the other hand. is not a defense. as such. but merely a factor 

that a jury may consider in determining if a defendant acted with the specific mental 
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intent required for the crime charged." Br. of Appellant at 8-9. The State responds that 

the voluntary intoxication instruction allowed Mr. Thorson to argue his defense and 

therefore the court did not err in refusing to give the diminished capacity instruction. 

Jury instructions must allow the parties to argue their case theories and properly 

inform the jury of the applicable law. State v. Riley, 137 Wn.2d 904, 909, 976 P.2d 624 

(1999). Each party may instruct the jury on its case theory as long as evidence exists to 

support that theory. State v. ftflilliams. 132 Wn.2d 248. 259,937 P.2d 1052 (1997). 

Failure to instruct on a defense theory when evidence supports it constitutes reversible 

error. ld at 260. 

A trial court should instruct a jury on a diminished capacity defense when the 

defendant produces expert testimony of a mental condition that "logically and reasonably 

connects the defendant's alleged mental condition with the inability to possess the 

required level of culpability to commit the crime charged ... State v. Griffin, 100 Wn.2d 

417, 419, 670 P .2d 265 ( 1983 ). A defendant must show three elements when asserting a 

diminished capacity defense: ( 1) the crime charged must include a particular mental 

state as an element, (2) the defendant must present evidence of a mental disorder, and 

(3) expert testimony must logically and reasonably connect the defendant's alleged mental 

condition with the asserted inabilit:- or form the mental state required for the charged 
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cnme. State v. Atesbeha. 142 Wn.2d 904,914-15. 16 P.3d 626 (2001). 

The Washington State Supreme Court explained the distinction between 

diminished capacity and voluntary imoxication in State v. Furman: 

Appellant offered two substantially overlapping defenses-diminished 
capacity and voluntary intoxication. Diminished capacity is a mental 
condition not amounting to insanity which prevents the defendant from 
possessing the requisite mental state necessary to commit the crime 
charged. If there is substantial evidence to support either ofthese theories, 
the jury should be given instructions which allow the defendant to argue the 
defense. {fthe claim of diminished capacity is premised wholly or partZv on 
the defendant's voluntary consumption of drugs or alcohol, however. one 
inscruction can he adequate to permit the defendant to argue defendant's 
theory of the case. State v. Hansen, 46 Wn. App. 292. 730 P.2d 706. 737 
P.2d 670 (1987). In Hansen, the Court of Appeals held that an instruction 
on voluntary intoxication was adequate to allow the defendant 10 argue the 
claim of diminished capacity based on drug intoxication. In much the same 
manner. the diminished capacity instruction which appellant's jury received 
was adequate to permit him to argue that drug use and other factors made 
him unable to premeditate the murder. The trial court's failure to give a 
separate instruction on voluntary intoxication did not impair the appellant's 
ability to argue his theory of the case. 

State v. Furman, 122 Wn.2d 440.454. 858 P.2d 1092 (1993) (emphasis added). 

Like the appellant in Hansen, Mr. Thorson was able lo argue his case theory. He 

made his theory knO\\<TI to the jury throughout the trial and argued it in his closing 

argument. During dosing argument. defense counsel argued that Mr. Thorson lacked the 

capacity to premeditate murder based on his high level of intoxication. which induced a 

state of delirium. The jury heard testimony about Mr. Thorson's days of binge drinking 
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before the shootine and hi2:h level of intoxication at the time of the offense. Dr. Juer2:ens - ~ -
provided extensive expert testimony about alcohol-induced delirium and told the jury that 

Mr. Thorson· s high level of intoxication rendered him confused, disinhibited. and unable 

to form the intent to shoot his wife. In the end, there was unrefuted evidence that Mr. 

Thorson was intoxicated, and counsel was able to argue that this intoxication created a 

mental state that affected Mr. Thorson's ability to form the requisite intent for first degree 

murder. Thus, the trial court did not err by refusing to give the additional diminished 

capacity instruction. 

STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL GROUNDS FOR REVIEW (SAG) 

In his SAG. Mr. Thorson raises two additional issues. First. he contends that the 

prosecutor and defense attorney ·'were working deals before the start of trial to shorten it 

to meet their personal schedules·· and were agreeing on issues in order to shorten the 

State's case and "lighten [the] economic burden on the court." SAG at 1. In his second 

additional ground. he alleges that defense counsel failed to look out for Mr. Thorson's 

'"best interest'· by placing everything on a "·fast track"' and failing to object to the ''lying'' 

witnesses. SAG at 1. 

In support of his first additional ground, Mr. Thorson poi'nts to several pages in the 

record where the alleged deals occurred. However. we find no evidence in the cited 
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pages of any such deals. But even if these deals existed, Mr. Thorson fails to explain how 

they prc~judiced his case. His failure to provide supporting argument compromises our 

ability to review the issue. Mr. Thorson's second argument suffers from the same 

deficiency. While a defendant is not required to cite to the record or authority to support 

issues raised in his SAG. he must still '·inform the court of the nature and occurrence of 

fthe] alleged errors ... R.A.P I 0.1 O(c). Here, Mr. Thorson fails to adequately describe the 

nature of any alleged errors as required by RAP IO.lO(c). Accordingly. we are unable to 

address his claims. 

Affinn. 

A majority of the panel has determined this opinion will not be printed in the 

Washington Appellate Reports, but it will be filed for public record pursuant to RCW 

2.06.040. 

Lawrence-Berrey. J. l ) 

\VECONCUR: 

'Korsmo, J. Fearing. J. 
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